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REGULATED SYSTEMSUNREGULATED SYSTEMS

Rapid Fire Boiling.
Pure and Simple.

Precision Control Cooking.
Smart and Delicious Sustenance.

Simple. Reliable. Foolproof. Unregulated stoves 
are ideal for rapidly boiling water in moderate 
climatic conditions —in as little as 100 seconds 
with this year’s Flash. Choose an unregulated 
stove for making coffee, quickly heating soups 
or boiling water for pastas, dried grains and 
prepackaged camp meals.

Regulated valves open up the potential for gourmet 
cooking and expand cold weather capability. Jetboil’s 
regulated valves are the most advanced in the 
backcountry, enabling as little as two minute boils and 
complete fuel flow control for simmering sauces or gently 
sautéing your favorite recipes from home.

2019 Lineup

FLASH ZIP MIGHTYMO MINIMO SUMO

BOILING IS JUST
THE BEGINNING

You rise before it shines and never fear a headlamp-lit path. Hikes aren’t just reserved for 
sunny weekends and you’re not traveling because of #wanderlust. No, for Jetheads, 
adventure is so much more. Aching legs and sore feet be damned, you’re on a mission.  
A mission to trek farther, climb higher, surf longer and dig deeper.  

And after a weary, protein bar-filled day on the trail, we know how good a sunset dinner 
tastes. We’ve also heard the saying that breakfast is the most important meal of the day. 
That’s why we obsessively engineer and meticulously design our products to boil faster, 
endure more and give you ultimate backcountry cooking versatility. 

So whether you’re cheffing up a full spread using our new skillet or rapidly  
boiling water for morning joe, trust the stove that’s field tested and approved by 
JetHeads everywhere.
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Carbon:
JFLASH-CBN

Camo:
JFLASH-CAM

FLASH

SPECIFICATIONS

• 1 Litre FluxRing cooking cup with insulating cozy
• Thermo-chromatic color-change heat indicator
• Convenient, reliable push-button igniter
• Stainless steel adjustable burner
• Drink-through lid with pour spout and strainer
• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl
• Compatible accessories include Coffee Press,  Pot Support, FluxRing Fry Pan,  
FluxRing Cooking Pot and Utensils

FEATURES

A Fast, Compact and Efficient Cooking System.

This system lights with the click of a button, and in just over two minutes, provides two cups of boiling water for cocoa, coffee, instant soup or a 
gourmet freeze-dried meal. Designed to be a safe, the burner secures the igniter, protecting it from bumps along the road. The cooking cup clips 
onto the burner—preventing accidental spills—and the fuel canister tripod ensures overall stability. A color-changing heat indicator signals when 
contents are hot.

  
400g
14oz* 1-2

400 g*

4,500 BTU/h (0.9 kW)

1 Litre

2 minutes 30 sec. per .5 Litre
(avg. over the life of Jetpower can)

12 Litres per 100 g Jetpower can

104 mm x 180 mm
*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

Weight

Power

Volume

Boil Time

Water Boiled

Dimensions

RRP:
$209.99
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ZIP

  
340g
12oz* 1-2

SPECIFICATIONS

• .8 Litre FluxRing cooking cup with insulating cozy
• Adjustable burner
• Match ignition
• Drink-through lid with pour spout and strainer
• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl
• Compatible accessories include Coffee Press, Hanging Kit,
    Pot Support, FluxRing Fry Pan, FluxRing Cooking Pot and Utensils

FEATURES

An easy-to-use, no-frills cooking system featuring FluxRing technology.

Rely on Jetboil Zip to provide hot food and drinks quickly and conveniently, when you want them the most. Born from the original Jetboil PCS design, 
Zip provides the essential function and features you expect. Zip is so compact and lightweight, you’ll keep it on hand for close-to-home day trips and 
overnight adventures alike.

Weight

Power

Volume

Boil Time

Water Boiled

Dimensions

340 g*

4,500 BTU/h (0.9 kW)

.8 Litre

2 minutes 30 sec. per .5 Litre
(avg. over the life of Jetpower can)

12 Litres per 100 g Jetpower can

104 mm x 165 mm
*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

RRP:
$169.99

JZIP
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Meet the Mo’s
The most advanced regulator valves in 
backcountry cooking.
Jetboil regulated stoves allow four full turns of the spindle 
for incremental adjustment of fuel flow with consistent heat 
output from light simmer, all the way to rolling boil. That 
translates to perfectly cooked eggs, golden brown grilled 
cheese, steamed grains or boiling water for coffee in as little 
as 135 seconds. Fuel efficiency is top of class—even at high 
elevations and in cold temperatures.

MightyMo works together with FluxRing Fry 

Pan and FluxRing Cooking Pot (sold seperately).

Mayan Smith-Gobat and Ines Papert in the Torres del Paine National Park, Patagonia

  
95g

3.3oz* 1+

Compacts ridiculously small 
for easy packing and travel.

P E R S O N A L  C O O K I N G  S Y S T E M

An ultra-stowable, single burner stove that unleashes the power of a professional range. At 95g it’s almost impossibly small but features a mighty 
10,000 BTU burner and four full turns of the regulator valve spindle for simmer control unlike anything else  in the backcountry.

95 g*
10,000 BTU/h
3 minutes per 1 litre in 
FluxRing Cooking Pot
(avg. over the life of Jetpower can)
104 mm x 165 mm
*System weight excludes fuel 
stabilizer.

Weight
Power

Boil Time

Dimensions

SPECIFICATIONS

RRP:
$99.99

• Unbeatable simmer control
• Regulated for consistent performance down to 20°F
• Convenient, reliable push-button igniter
• Small, compact design
• Improved efficiencies with compatible Jetboil Accessories

FEATURES

Carbon
JMTYM

MIGHTYMO
Ultra-Stowable. Unbeatable Simmer Control.
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MINIMO
Unmatched Cooking and Eating Convenience.

LOW SPOON ANGLE 
FOR EASIER EATING

Our most popular regulated system, the MiniMo is the ideal individual cooking system. Thanks to the sturdy metal handles and redesigned cooking 
cup optimized for a low spoon angle—you get an easy-to-cook, easy-to-eat experience, every time. The MiniMo includes our proprietary regulator 
technology for unbeatable simmer control and reliable cold-weather performance—down to - 6°C.

415 g*
6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)
1 Litre
2 minutes 15 sec. per .5 Litre
(avg. over the life of Jetpower can)

12 Litres per 100 g Jetpower can
127 mm x 152 mm
*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

Weight
Power

Volume
Boil Time

Water Boiled
Dimensions

SPECIFICATIONS

RRP:
$289.99

  
415g

14.6oz* 1-2

• Metal handles provide an easier cooking and eating  experience
• Optimized spoon angle for easier eating right from the cup 
• Unbeatable simmer control
• Regulated for consistent performance down to  - 6°C
• Convenient, reliable push-button igniter
• Drink-through lid with pour spout and strainer
• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl
• Compatible accessories include a Grande Coffee Press,   Pot Support, 
Utensils, FluxRing Fry Pan and  FluxRing Cooking Pot

FEATURES

Carbon
JMNMO-CLA
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SUMO
Ultimate Power and Performance.

With SUMO, bigger is better. The SUMO integrates uncompromised cooking performance for the whole group with a higher capacity cup to help 
fuel your team’s adventure. Packed with the same proprietary regulator technology for unbeatable simmer control and reliable cold-weather 
performance—down to - 6°C. 

SPECIFICATIONS

• 1.8 Litre FluxRing cooking cup with insulating cozy— perfect for groups 
• Unbeatable simmer control
• Regulated for consistent performance down to - 6°C. 
• Convenient, reliable push-button igniter
• Drink-through lid with pour spout and strainer
• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl
• Able to store a 100 g or 230 g Jetpower fuel can with Burner,  Fuel Canister  stabilizer and 
accessory Pot Support
• Compatible accessories include a Grande Coffee Press, Pot Support, Utensils,  
FluxRing Fry Pan and  FluxRing Cooking Pot

FEATURES

453 g*
6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)
1.8 Litre
4 minutes 15 sec. per 1 Litre
(avg. over the life of Jetpower can)

24 Litres per 230 g Jetpower can
125 mm x 210 mm
*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

Weight
Power

Volume
Boil Time

Water Boiled
Dimensions

  
453g
16oz* 2-4

RRP:
$299.99

JSUMO-AL
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SPECIFICATIONS
Weight:  
Coffee Press: 22 g
Grande Coffee Press: 30 g

Dimensions: 
Coffee Press assembled
100 mm dia. x 150 mm high

Grande Coffee assembled
118 mm dia. x 150 mm for MiniMo
118 mm dia. x 150 mm for Sumo

COFFEE PRESS &
GRANDE COFFEE PRESS

Compatible with:

.8L & 1L Tall

Compatible with:

1L Short, 1.8L

Upgrade your backcountry beverage selection with our feather-light Coffee Presses. Stems detach from 

the basket and easily stow in your cup. Flip the coffee press over and use as a basket to stream your 

favorite fish or veggies right inside your vessel! 

• Eco-friendly, PFOA-free ceramic nonstick
• Extra-easy food release and cleanup
• Triton Turner included (nests in handle)
• Varied wall thickness for even heat distribution 

NEW! SUMMIT SKILLET

Jetboil’s NEW non-stick Summit Skillet packs the performance of your kitchen 

pans into a trail-ready solution. Not only does it improve your backcountry cooking 

versatility, the turner nests into the handle for compact and lightweight travel. After 

all, your meals on the trail deserve to be just as good as your adventures.

Pot support must be used 
when cooking on compatible 
Jetboil systems.

SPECIFICATIONS 
Weight: 40 g

Volume: 1.5 Litre

Dimensions: 175 mm x 110 mm diameter 
packed

SPECIFICATIONS 
Weight: 300 g (includes Turner)

Dimensions: 203mm x 216mm x 48mm

TYRNER SPECIFICATIONS 
Weight: 21 g

Dimensions:  65mm x 185mm x 21mm

1.5 LITRE FLUXRING 
COOKING POT

The 1.5 Litre pot offers cooking versatility with a wide-open form factor that makes 

it easy to simmer and cook for small groups. Folding wire handles and insulating cozy make for 

safe and easy handling. Plastic base cover works as a serving plate or bowl.

“We hook up with all 
kinds of Jetboil stoves.”

Pot support must be used 
when cooking on compatible 
Jetboil systems.

JCOF075 JCOF076

RRP:
$24.99

RRP:
$29.99

JCCP150

JSKLT

RRP:
$139.99

RRP:
$89.99
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closed

closed

closed

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 36 g

Dimensions: 130 mm packed  

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 35 g

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 27 g

FUEL CAN STABILIZER STAINLESS STEEL POT SUPPORT

JETSET UTENSIL SET

The Fuel Can Stabilizer steadies your system on uneven 

surfaces.

Long enough to comfortably reach the bottom, and specially shaped to scour each edge and corner, our 

lightweight, durable, high-temperature nylon utensils partner perfectly with any Jetboil cooking system 

or meal-in-a-bag. Telescope handles store compactly in/on Jetboil cooking vessels. Kit includes spoon, 

fork and spatula.

The locking Pot Support adapts to the Jetboil burner for use with our FluxRing Fry Pan 

and 1.5 Litre FluxRing Cooking Pot, as well as a wide variety of traditional pots and pans. 

“A little knowledge 
goes a long way.”

FAST  COMPACT  EFFICIENT

JETPOWER FUEL
Code Volume Carton qty RRP
JF100-FE 100g 24 $8.99ea

JF230-FE 230g 24 $11.99ea

JF450-FE 450g 12 $17.99ea

Choose a fuel as advanced as your stove. Formulated for maximum efficiency and 

minimum consumption, our high-performance propane/isobutane four-season blend 

delivers higher vapor pressure for improved performance in cold weather.

 
All fuel can only be  shipped from Sea to Summit in carton quantities due to 

dangerous goods shipping conditions.  Allow additional time for shipping.

JETGAUGE
How far can a canister take you? Take the guesswork out of how much 

fuel you have left with the new Jetgauge. A lightweight tool engineered 

to accurately measure the fuel level of any JetPower canister, it enables 

precision fuel planning and keeps you from running on empty. So 

stop shaking the can and hauling extra fuel you don’t need, and start 

stretching the fuel you carry further.    

* Maximum boils based on   
   stove and conditions

• 3 settings for weighing 100 g, 230 g and 450 g JetPower canisters
• Easy to read digital output fuel levels

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 85 g

Max Capacity: 2.5 kg

Battery Included: 3V CR2032

JTG

RRP:
$34.99

JUTNFS

JSTBLZR JPOTSPPRT

RRP:
$24.99

RRP:
$19.99

RRP:
$14.99
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+

SPARE PARTS
Code Item RRP
SJC10080 ZIP Skirt Cover $7.99

SJC55115 ZIP Lid $7.99

SJC10085 FLASH Skirt Cover $7.99

SJC55121 FLASH Lid $7.99

SJMINISKIRT MINIMO Skirt Cover $9.99

SJMINILID MINIMO Lid $9.99

These products are spare parts only. They will not come in any packaging and have no barcode labels.

Slatwall mountable system displays with interchangeable graphics for all systems shown included. Display comes with empty fuel can and stabilizer.      Systems sold seperately.    
Code: DISPJSTAND

SYSTEM GLORIFIER

SLAT WALL SIGN  
430 mm x150 mm 
Code: DISPJSIGN

FUEL RACK 
Code: DISPJFUELST

BRANDED HOOK  
Pack of 4 
Code: DISPJPRONG
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